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Dear Reader,

It has been brought to our attention that  who is  license to sell  alcohol at the Rose and Crown is
under review as alleged infringements  under the temporary Covid lockdown regulations have occurred. We
write in support of  whom we have know for several years.  is a responsible   who cares
deeply about  customers and  community. In making a judgment  on the allegation  we would be obliged if
you would take in to consideration the point raised below.

 During lockdown the service offered by the   to people like ourselves,  “shielded and 
shielding   action over the past three months  have been exemplary. My  has been able to phone
orders in for both delivery and collection. Social distancing measures are  always adhered to buy the  as

 provides this off sales service. As a “vulnerable person” I am unable to shop therefore the service  offers is
essential to my  and myself.

 During collections, the  takes great care to ensure  remained well away from My  by placing
our purchases in the car boot for us. Deliveries to our home are made in an equally safe way via our garage door
by our  wearing  a mask.  Bacs payment are made to cover the cost.  This is lockdown made bearable
by a local  prepared to go the extra mile for  customers.

People all over the world are experiencing unprecedented hardships as we all painfully feel our way around this
pandemic and struggle with the need to stay apart. Like many publicans  is doing  bit to keep this
community together  while working within the law.  should be commended for  action, not pilloried. 
will not making money selling off sales as  will be unable to sell the volumes.  is however offering a very
welcome service to  customers. 

I understand from others that the police have visited the Rose and Crown several times over  alleged actions
but have never seen fit to reprimand  in any way. Nore has  been subject to any warning. This does not
surprise me as  is a  who endeavours to run a clean legal house at all times.  I find it incredibly that

 license is now under review.  It's a pity there are not more folk around Like .  is a pillar of society
up here on this hill always seeking to do the right things for  customers and the community of Cop Hill.

I urge you to carefully consider the many letters of support  will no doubt have had as like others we feel it
would be a sad day for Slaithwaite if  license was revoked.

Kind regards






